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DANGER :JUNK IN SPACE
1. What are we told in lines 1-6?
iv) What satellites are used for
vi) Why space is filling up with junk.

2. Why does NASA watch the bigger pieces of junk?
Because these pieces can destroy satellites

3. The phrase "all these efforts" in line 14 refers to all efforts to
ii) protect satellites from the junk in space

4. What is explained in lines 14-18?
iii) Why the chance of serious collision is increasing.

5. In lines 19-24 the writer presents ideas for
iii) removing pieces of junk from space.

6. When will it be possible to start a clean-up of space?
1. When we have the technology to carry out the(suggested ) solutions
2. When we have global cooperation.
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7. According to Dr.Gonzales ,losing satellites could have effects on our lives .Give ONE possible
effect.
Whole communication systems could collapse\\Navigation systems could collapse\\It might affect
weather forecasts.

LISTENING
THE IMPORTANCE OF WRITING BY HAND
8. What does Suzy Geller say at the beginning of the interview about writing by hand?
ii ) Why it is not very common today.
v) What Dr.Pinter thinks about it.

9. Give ONE benefit of writing by hand that was reported by teachers.
It helps students write longer answers\\express themselves\\express more complex ideas.

10. What do the authors mentioned by Dr.Pinter say about using pen and paper?
i) They feel it improves their writing.

11. Why are scientists planning further experiments on writing by hand?
They want to learn about its effect on our memory\\our brain\\our thinking skills.

12. What does Dr.Pinter expect to happen in the future?
iii) Writing by hand will be more common.
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